Smart experience engineering to support collaborative design problems based on constraints modelling
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Abstract. Engineering design is a knowledge intensive process. Experts’ experiences from different product life-cycle stages play a key role in problem solving during design decision making by linking up knowledge to find better solutions for a specific design problem. Different approaches have been used to support Collaborative and Concurrent Product Design, such as Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) modelling. Additionally, due to the need of capitalizing these experiences, the Set of Experience Knowledge Structure (SOEKS) is used to store and manage experiences of decision making process. However it was necessary to adapt the structure to properly manage the constraints approach used in Engineering Design. This article presents a proposed adaptation to SOEKS structure in order to be able to store and reuse CSP design experiences for further re-use and analysis of multiple experiences. Finally, a case study is presented in order to show how the proposed approach can be used in the industrial applications.
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1. Introduction

Specialization of companies in specific disciplines have fostered new ways of work based on responsibilities distribution according to companies’ strengths and experience. Due to this, nowadays complex projects have their partners distributed in different places all around the world. Under this environment, distributed teams are built to work together, finding the best integrated solution to a specific problem. This approach has important impact in early design stages of new products. Concepts like Concurrent and Distributed Engineering tackled this issue in a general way, arousing interest in both, research and industrial sectors.

An important concept, closely associated with Concurrent Engineering (CE), is the Product Life Cycle (PLC) which is more and more relevant to knowledge capture and to evaluate the impact of decision making.
about engineering changes. PLC considers all relevant elements related to the different life cycle stages such as design, manufacture, distribution, use, maintenance and disposal of a product. Taking into account those stages of the PLC become a key issue to design a product. Also, as designers’ decisions affect other departments, such as manufacture, storage, transport, commercialization, etc. the design stage must include constraints of all subsequent stages in order to avoid future problems in downstream lifecycle stages.

Therefore, it is necessary to include experts’ knowledge from different lifecycle stages (preferably from all of them) and to establish relationships among them, looking to ensure completeness of the design review by linking up their knowledge to find better solutions for a specific design problem. This way of working is known as CE. However, in a collaborative environment, it is difficult to put together knowledge of diverse nature by integrating constraints of different lifecycle stages into a single design proposal that satisfies all of them. Notwithstanding, different approaches have been developed to support Collaborative and Concurrent Product Design [15, 16, 20, 26]. One of them is Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) which has received much interest as it allow designers, not only to model a design problem in terms of dimensional issues, but also in terms of configuration or behavioural analysis. It permits defining discrete and continuous variables associated in varied of constraints that are represented in mathematical expressions. However, CSP also allow designers to include in the same model configuration problems by defining symbolic variables, which are linked by logic constraints.

On the other hand, design is all about decisions, like defining the shape (weight, volume and bulk), the best material for the shape selected, the color, some physical properties, among others. Designers fix the values of these attributes based on constraints from experts, derived from previous, similar, or equal experiences. Using CSP, in early design stages, as a tool for reducing the solutions space (which corresponds to the solution set of product design proposals) is also part of the decision making process in engineering design. The experience necessary to define the components of a CSP model can be called technical or domain-specific knowledge. Therefore, knowledge in a CE environment is an important asset that can be collected, stored and re-used as experiences to improve the design process. Although Knowledge Representation (KR) has been a topic of studies and different proposals have been made, there is not a unique consensus about one universal representation that can store knowledge for different domains. This is basically due to the fundamentals of the problem from one domain to another, also because the content and the form of the proposed representation in each case [24]. Among all proposals to represent knowledge, there is a knowledge structure that stores and manages experience for decision making processes. It is called Set of Experience Knowledge Structure (SOEKS). As designers make decisions during the definition of a product, SOEKS can be used to represent and to store designers’ knowledge in a predefined structure to re-use and help designers while taking decisions regarding the components of a CSP model in the conceptual design stage of a product.

Having represented and stored experts’ knowledge, it is possible to make inferences and to help designers during CSP modelling process by suggesting variables and/or constraints based on the component’s characteristics or even, the problem context. Once having represented the components of a CSP model under SOEKS’ structure, it is also possible to represent a refined and approved CSP model as whole SOEKS and, by this, store the set of the experiences of the complete process.

This paper presents a knowledge modelling approach for engineering design problems based on CSP and using SOEKS as a Knowledge Representation Structure. This way of design knowledge representation allows to share and distribute experiences for enhancing the definition of CSP models applied to engineering design. The structure of the paper is divided in 5 sections. In Section 2, a literature review about CSP and Knowledge Representation Trends are introduced. Section 3 presents the interpretation of CSP syntax, the aggregation of new structures to SOEKS, a change in how to interpret attributes and finally a change in the SOEKS structure. In Section 4 a Case Study is presented and in Section 5, the conclusions and further research are addressed.

2. Literature review

2.1. CSP as knowledge representation in engineering design

For the last years CSP has been commonly used in Engineering Design as a way for representing knowledge. As many design problems can be formulated under this concept, its use grew incrementally to support this particular engineering application [1, 2, 10].
The constraints used during a design process include heuristics, tables, guidelines or computer simulations, as well as machine limitations, packaging limits, among others constraints issued from different experts throughout the PLC. A majority of those limitations can be expressed as mathematical constraints [3] and therefore they may be used in this kind of numerical approaches.

That is why technical knowledge in Engineering Design may be modelled as a set of mathematical relations among a set of variables. Those variables may have a finite set of possible values to take. Therefore, a modelling process exists to represent that knowledge in terms of \( P(V, D, C) \) where \( V \) is the set of \( n \) design variables \( \{V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_n\} \), \( D \) is the set of \( n \) domains \( \{D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_n\} \) and \( C \) is the set of \( p \) relations among variables, called constraints \( \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_p\} \) [13].

There is evidence in the literature that constraint-based methods are widely used to model Engineering Design problems [1, 7–9, 17]. The key point is that if this knowledge, issued from expert’s experience, should be properly elicited, structured and stored in order to be reused to enrich future product developments. The issue increases by coordinating efforts in distributed and heterogeneous knowledge modelling derived from CE approaches. Other proposal have been made to collaborate model the design process in form of CSP and an algorithm that considers multiple actors was proposed as a solution to many integrate product lifecycle constraint will be possible [21].

In previous works a knowledge modelling structure was proposed to represent and store CSP variables in for knowledge design [25]. The stored knowledge was used by a Multi-Agent System to make a pre-validation of the variables in the model by comparing them using the attributes define. The agents reuse the knowledge captured to suggest similar variables to the experts in order to accelerate the definition process of new components in the model.

In spite all the proposals made to represent engineering design knowledge using CSP or constraint programming, there is any proposal using a standard representation that provides the means to transport, reuse and communicate the knowledge.

2.2. Set of Experience Knowledge Structure

Knowledge have played a differentiator role in the human history. Nowadays, knowledge is probably the most important asset of civilizations and companies and its value is appreciated for nation’s in military and economic aspects as well as for companies for creating competitive advantage. This fact has impelled the world to turn into a knowledge society, making necessary the development of technologies to manage and control all forms of knowledge because this technology can be considered the platform the succeed.

Due to this, Knowledge-based Systems were created based on inferences mechanism and formalisms that were not more than a set of rules. This rules were elicited from the expert by interviews and by the understanding of the activity to be modelled [19]. Then, by a transfer process, this knowledge was implemented in a production rules that were executed by an Interpreter. This approaches were not successful due to representing knowledge by production rules did not support adequate representation of different types of knowledge [27].

After this attempt of knowledge representation with rules, a new brand of Artificial Intelligence emerged, Knowledge Engineering (KE). Feigenbaum defines KE as “an engineering discipline that involves integrating knowledge into computer systems in order to solve complex problems normally requiring a high level of human expertise” [11]. Since the beginning, the engineers working in these topics developed principles, methods and techniques to identification, capturing and representation of knowledge [4, 14, 18, 23] among others.

Other technologies like Knowledge Management Systems (KMS), Data Mining, among others, were also developed for different proposals and for working with different kind of knowledge. Each of them work with decision-making in some way but they do not have structure knowledge of the formal decision events they participate in. Set of Experience Knowledge Structure (SOEKS) has been developed to keep formal decision events in an explicit way [6]. SOEKS is a model that structure knowledge based on four basic components that surround decision-making events: \( V \) variables, \( F \) functions, \( E \) constraints, and \( R \) rules.

One of the first ways to represent knowledge was variables, this means, using an attribute-value relationship. SOEKS uses variables as a root for its structure because variables are the source of the other three components. Functions, describes associations between a
dependent variable and a set of input variables and are used in SOEKS for established links among variables and to construct optimal states or representing multi-objective goals when taking a decision. The third component, constraints, are another way of relationship among the variables but they have different purpose than the functions. Constraints in SOEKS acts a limitation of the possibilities, restricting the solutions in a decision problem. Finally, the rules, are also relationships between the variables expressed in the form IF-THEN-ELSE.

The combination of the four elements of SOEKS gives uniqueness to each result, making possible to represent formal decision events. The possibility offer by SOEKS to be represented using multi-platform technologies like XML makes this approach excellent for exchanging experiences across multiple platforms and make it appropriate to exchange and reuse design knowledge in a concurrent environment.

3. SOEKS based collaborative CSP definition

SOEKS was proposed as a knowledge representation to keep decision events in an explicit way [6]. As mentioned above, SOEKS is composed by four components: Variables V, Functions F, Constraints C, and Rules R. An experience can be represented by a combination of all these components, likewise, an experience might be represented uniquely by a set of values of one of the components. e.g. a set of six variables V represents a movie in a Web Data Mining Application [22].

In previous work a knowledge representation structure was defined for representing engineering design knowledge modelling, by a tuple Variables V, Domains D and Constraints C [25]. The proposal was based on the idea that a design problem can be represented as a CSP model in order to be treated by an inference engine to obtain a set of possible solutions. The definition of each element of the model is an explicit representation of the knowledge from the expert that defined it. This approach includes a definition of the variables’ attributes regarding, not only the characteristics that defined the variable itself, but also includes some attributes that are necessary to define a CSP model in CON’FLEX syntax and in collaborative and concurrent environments. The definition of constraints is based in how CON’FLEX categorizes it.

Both approaches, SOEKS and CSP, agree on the definition of variables and constraints as elements of knowledge but a deeper analysis of the Variables’ attributes and Constraints types show that these approaches have some differences that difficult the direct representation of CSP knowledge into SOEKS structure. This section presents the differences between both approaches and the modifications that had to be made to be able to use a generic knowledge representation for supporting the concurrent definition of CSP models for product design.

3.1. Variable representation

Conceptually, SOEKS interprets variables as the representation of the current state of the external environment and which can be modified by an action that changes the value of those variables and therefore, producing a new state [5, p. 42]. Thus, variables are defined as an object with eleven attributes; six of them are mandatory while the other five are optional see [5, p. 83]. The XML representation of a variable can be seen in Figure 1. The attributes that describes the variable are: (var_name) for the name of the variable; (var_type), the type of variable: Numerical or Categorical; the cause value (var_cvalue), the value of the variable in the first state, before being optimized; (var_evalue) representing the effect value, which is the value of the variable after being optimized; (unit), what represents the values; a Boolean (internal) to represent if the value is internal or external. In addition of these attributes, variables also include optional attributes necessary in the processes of similarity, uncertainty, imprecision, or incompleteness measures. Those attributes are: (weight), for measuring the weight of the variables; (priority), to indicate the priority; (l_range) lower range and (u_range), upper range, to define the values that the variables can take; and (categories), that can be more than one and are used when the variable is categorical.

According to the CON’FLEX syntax, a variable can be of three types: Integer, Real and Symbolic. According to the type of variable, there are different attributes associated with it. Thus, Symbolic variable has the following attributes: Name, which has to be unique; Domain of the variable, which is a list with the symbolic values that the variable can take; and an optional value, the Degree of membership, to indicate the degree of membership of the value to the inference engine, by default this value is 1.
The Integer variable also has a Name, that has to be unique; an integer Domain that can be of three types: a list of integer values; a range of values limited by the upper and lower numbers; and a combination them. An Integer variable also has a Degree of membership (between 0 and 1) that can be assigned to each of the values of the domain.

In CSP Real variables are declared using three attributes: Name, Step, which represents the increasing of the variable per iteration (0.1 by default); and finally Domain, for which a real variable can be defined in four ways: As a closed interval [a, b] and the support of the fuzzy interval of height 1; as a closed interval [a, b, (d)] with the interval [a, b] and the height d between 0 and 1 for the last alpha-cut; as a closed interval [(s1), (n1), (n2), (s2)] with the number [s1, s2] that represents the support, and the core of the fuzzy interval [n1, n2] with default height 1 and a closed interval [(s1), (n1), (n2), (s2), (d)] with support [s1, s2], the highest alpha-cut [n1, n2] and the height d, between 0 and 1.

In spite of the similarities that a first glance may exist between the variables in CON’FLEX and the variables in SOEKS, there are some major differences that prevent to directly use SOEKS for representing CON’FLEX’s variables. The main difference is the number of attributes needed in CON’FLEX to represent a variable and the number of attributes that SOEKS has. In addition, some of the attributes that are apparently common to both proposals are missing some conceptual aspects necessary to represent all the attributes of a variable for CON’FLEX.

Therefore an extension of the variable is proposed to include the attributes that are not in the definition of Variable in SOEKS. The new variable is called Design Variable (DV) and is an Extension of the class Variable proposed in [5, p. 42-46]. The new class has the attributes shown in the Fig. 2.

Discipline and lifecycleStage are attributes needed to identify variables while experts are defining the CSP model in a collaborative and concurrent environment. Discipline attribute refers to the discipline in which the variable is used, i.e. Shopping, Geometric, etc. and lifecycleStage refers to which of the product lifecycle stages the variable is used. Domain has the values that the variable can take and its format depends on the type of the variable. The domain logic is validated in the code in order to make easily the definition of variables. The indexVarClassification allows the classification of the variable in four categories: Morphological, Criterion, Physical, and Technical.
The attribute measureParameter is used to represent the measure parameter of the variable, that can be: length, mass, etc. And finally, a DV has two names, the one in the father class, varName, which it is used to represent the variable in a technical way. This name specifies the type of variable and a consecutive number to identify it. The second name, variableName which is used to present the variable to the experts with a name easily to remember and that can be associated with the function of the variable in the model.

By extending SOEKS’s variable it is possible to have a representation for the basic design knowledge. This representation, is an extended version that not only includes the normal attributes of the variables but also the attributes of the design variable. With these new attributes, it will be feasible to make new inferences about the CSP model and even about the experiences of the experts during the definition of the models.

3.2. Constraint representation

An initial look to the SOEKS and its structures suggests that Constraints for a CSP model can be represented using the Constraint structure of SOEKS. Constraints in SOEKS are expressed by four elements: factor, sym, value, and optional value: weight (see Fig. 3).

In a constraint expression the element factor have to be at least one time and it is expressed as shown in Fig. 4.

Factors are constituted by two types of factors: (assoactor) and (simfactor). The assoactor is a structure to represents associated factors and contains the following elements: parenthesis (<lpar>, <rpar>), two optional elements: the operator (<oper>) and the potency (<poten>); and terms (<term>). term is an structure itself and contains: (<oper>), coefficient (<coef>), variable (<variable>) and (<poten>). simfactor
represents single factors and therefore it only includes terms.

The structure proposed in SOEKS for Constraint is a good foundation to represent CSP’s constraint but, due to the syntax and the conceptual definition of this element in CON’FLEX, not all of the attributes and aspects are cover with this approach. Therefore, it is necessary to use not only the Constraint structure but other structures defined in SOEKS to be able to fully represent all types of Constraints and their attributes. Furthermore, it is also necessary to define a conceptual way to integrate the new form to represent constraints into a single SOEKS. This allow the representation of design experiences of the experts and also, will permit making inferences with this knowledge. As a result, the three principals constraints in CON’FLEX: Extension, Intention and Conditional, where represented following the syntax of CON’FLEX but based on different SOEKS’s structures.

3.2.1. Extension constraints

In CON’FLEX Extension constraint are used to list explicitly and exhaustively all the combination of possible values of set of variables. This kind of constraint is only defined when the expert is uncertain about some aspects of the design or when there are variables that are related.

An extension constraint can be seen as collection of rules where the condition is the relationship between variables, and consequence is the degree of compatibility of the tuple of that relationship (between 0 - 1). According to this, the best SOEKS’s structure to represent each relationship is rule (see [5, p. 87-88]).

To represent the extension constraint a new class was defined, ExtensionConstraint. The class extends the RuleSet Class, that is a SOEKS’s structure which has as attribute a Vector of Rule. Each rule is composed by two mandatory elements: (<name>), to represents the conditions; and the second one, (<consequence>), that corresponds to the consequence. The other two are optional elements necessary to make inferences process in SOEKS: (<condition>), to offer certainty on action of the rule, and (<weight>). In turn, each of the mandatory elements has their own elements, (<term>) has (<join>) to allow the occurrence of more than one (<join>) in the rule by connecting them with a logic connector (i.e. AND / OR); and (<condition>), that is composed by (<factor>); (<sym>); (<value>); (<variable>); and (<weight>) to represent the importance of the rule among the set of rules it belongs. Consequence {<consequence>}, has four more elements: {<variable>}; {<sym>}; {<value>}; and {<variable>};

Additionally it is necessary to define three more attributes in the Class ExtensionConstraint to be able to translate it into a CSP model. These attributes are: name, which is the name of the Extension Constraint to be presented to the user; the representation symbol of the constraint is representationSymbol and the priority (Importance) of the constraint in the model, by default 1.

To save an extension constraint into a SOEKS object, each rule of the constraint is store as a rule and its name have to follow the next structure:

constraintName-repSymbol-i.

Where constraintName is the name given to the constraint, the representation symbol of the variable is the model is repSymbol, and i is the position of the rule in the Vector of rules.

With this convention to represent the name, it is possible to go from Extension Constraint objects to SOEKS’s objects and from SOEKS to Extension Constraint without losing information or the capabilities of SOEKS. Also, it is possible to represent Extension constraint as experience in SOEKS.

3.2.2. Intention constraints

Intention constraints in CON’FLEX are relationships between the variables declared in the model. In CON’FLEX an intention constraint has to be define as:

<name> [{<priority>}]. <equation>

Where name is the representation symbol used in the model to identify the constraint. By convention this name is usually defined as the initial letter of the type of constraint together with a consecutive number separated by a dash i.e. CI-i. priority defines the importance of the constraint (1 per default) and equation which is the functional relationship following the form: <expr> <binop> <expr> where: <binop> is the binary operator in the equation that can be: =, ≤, <, ≥, >, ≠. The element <expr> includes any type of variable (previously defined in the model), arithmetic operators: +, -, *, /, √ (integer power), **) (real power in %) and √(-x) i.e. x² - 3x + 2/3 ≤ -0.5.
To be able to represent an intention constraint in SOEKS the Class IntentionConstraint was defined. This Class extends the Constraint Class (see [5, p. 87-89]) due to it has a similar structure than the defined in CON’FLEX. The left side of the equation is represented in SOEKS by the element factor, <binop> is <sym>, the weight attribute is the equivalent to priority, and the expression of right side of the equation is the element value. To be able to make this transformation and represent the experience of defining an Intention Constraint in a SOEKS, it is necessary to equalize the equation to zero. By doing this, all of the variables will be in the left side of the equation and the right side will have the value. Another reason to extends the Constraint Class was the missing of one attribute needed in the definition of CSP models, the representationSymbol.

With this approach it is possible to include an intention constraint as an element of the experience represented in SOEKS and reuse by making inferences based on those experiences, tutoring experts by giving them clues and help while defining a new CSP model, among others.

### 3.2.3. Conditional constraints

A Conditional Constraint has two sets of constraints: the premise and the conclusion. Both are composite by intention and extension constraints but for experimental purposes all the extensions will be transform into intention constraints. The syntax in CON’FLEX to represent this kind of constraint is:

```
\cc : <name>
  \if ...
    <PC_i>
    ...
  \then ...
    <CC_j>
    ...
```

Where `<name>` is the name of the Conditional Constraint and by convention has the form: `CC#`, with `#` representing a consecutive number that differentiate one constraint from another. The `<PC_i>` in the `\if` clause is the element `i` of the set of premises, in the other hand `<CC_j>` in the `\else` clause, is the `j` element of the conclusion constraints.

To be able to use SOEKS’ structures it was necessary to modify the SOEKS source code and changed the Consequence Class. Originally a rule could be represented in XML as seen in Fig. 5.

Due to conclusion is a set of Intention Constraints, an attribute of the Class had to be changed. `lhsVariable`, which is `Variable` type, was changed by a `Factor` type attribute to able to include
intention constraints into the conclusion. With this change, it is possible to present Conditional Constraints in SOEKS and therefore, create a SOEKS object with the experience of defining the Conditional Constraint by adding rules that can have conclusions composite by intention constraints.

4. Case study

This section describes a simplification of the engineering design process used by a company specialized in designing and building polymerization plants. The polymerization process is classified as part of the AEC (Architecture, Engineering and Construction) sector, which are composed of several subsystems such as piping, civil engineering, specialized equipment (pumps, mixers, etc.) design and selection. The company defines together with the client a set of functional requirements for a plant construction. Each plant functionality usually changes depending on different factors such as: type of polymer to mix, way of mixing, chemical reactions experimented during the mixing process, temperature reached by the mix, security regulations, pressure supported by the reactors, minimum and maximum volume of mix, among others. Most of the expended time during the design of the whole plant is dedicated to analyse and to evaluate which is the best design for the pre-reactors and reactors.

The object of study in this article is one of the most common components: The mixer. The engineering problem design problem is the design and dimensioning of an industrial mixer. The literature has presented a simplification of this analysis as the case presented by Gelle [12]. This generalization is combined with some factors used by the company during their design process. This case enables to validate that the changes proposed to SOEKS and the conceptual interpretation given to some of its structures allows to represent design experiences in terms of variables, constraints and rules regardless if rules and constraints link discrete, continuous or symbolic variables.
As part of the engineering process to design industrial mixers, some general concepts will be introduced. There are two types of components: the “mixer”, which describes the product itself, and the “type of mixture” which determines the requirements according to the type of polymer to mix. Additionally, industrial mixers can be classified into three types: reactor, storage or conventional. Similarly, depending on the combination of phases (solid, liquid or gas) from the mixed product(s), the type of mixture can be defined as: suspension, mixing, dispersion or moving.

It has been presented so far the general architecture of the knowledge model in terms of variables. Implicitly, the possible values that a variable can take were discussed. It is therefore introduced the concept of “domain”, which is fundamental to a CSP model definition. For the type of mixture case, the variable was named \( VS1_{MT\_subtype} \) and its corresponding domain will be as Equation 1.

\[
VS1_{MT\_subtype} = \{ \text{suspension}, \text{mixing}, \text{dispersion}, \text{moving} \} \tag{1}
\]

In an equivalent manner, the engineering process is developed to identify more variables and relations among them (to find constraints). One of the main types of constraints are those from the morphological analysis, as well as from product behaviour (e.g. dynamics). According to Figs. 6, 7 and 8, each component of the mixer, represented as a rigid body in the kinematic diagram, is analysed in order to bring out the first geometric constraints.

From these analysis, it is possible to define more variables. Some examples are presented in Equation 2. The set of domains for these variables are defined as real values.

\[
\begin{align*}
D &= \prec VR3_{V\_d} > \text{Vessel diameter} \\
H &= \prec VR4_{V\_h} > \text{Vessel height} \\
T_d &= \prec VR6_{I\_d} > \text{Impeller diameter} \\
w &= \prec VR7_{I\_rps} > \text{Impeller angular speed}
\end{align*}
\tag{2}
\]

In summary, the model has 15 variables between symbolic and real, that are related by 7 constraints. The mixer was modelled in 4 components and variables were grouped in those four elements of the mixer: the Mix Tasks; the Vessel configuration: Volume, Diameter and Height; the types of impellers and their physical parameters as well as Impeller’s RPS and power; finally there is a variable with the power of the Engine.

Similarly, technical experiences can be modelled as mathematical expressions to obtain constraints and reused them in similar projects. A clear example for this can be the Volume of the Vessel as well as the power needed by the motor to activate the mixer. Consequently, the knowledge of the experts are related by the definition of seven Constraints. The first constraint in the model limits the vessel volume by relating the vessel’s height and diameter with the constraint \( \pi \).

The second constraint links the type of Impeller with its angle; the next four constraints relate the Impeller type...
with its diameter and a power constant, which is used in the last constraint to obtain the Power.

Based on the previous details, the design knowledge was modelled under the CSP approach and stored under the modified SOEKS structure, in order to be stored and reused in further applications. Figures 9, 10 and 11 show an example of a symbolic variable, real variable and an intention constraint, respectively.

5. Conclusions

In this paper the importance of Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) and Constraint programming for linking up knowledge to find better solutions for a design problem was presented. Additionally, the definition and structure of CON’FLEX was introduced. In the article there was also presented the importance of having a well defined knowledge representation structure in different Artificial Intelligence topics and due to that, a brief introduction to SOEKS was given. SOEKS has been developed to keep formal decisions events in an explicit way by the definition of four components: Variables, Functions, Constraints and Rules. This components can be combined to produce unique results and also can be represented using XML. A comparison between the attributes of CON’FLEX and SOEKS was done and based on the differences, an extended representation structure was proposed. The proposal modifies some structures of SOEKS and makes different interpretations of some of its attributes to be able to reap the advantages of represent Product Design knowledge as a SOEKS. Finally a case study is presented in order to validate the proposed approach.

Having the design knowledge represented in a technology that allows the transportation and re-utilization of knowledge across different applications, lets us think about new applications of the represented knowledge. Further research have to be done to create inferences systems for the design experiences represented and stored in SOEKS.
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